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SWITCHBOARD CABINET
SMCross2 220
for traffic monitoring system

SMCross2 220 switchboard cabinet is designed to
ensure user-friendly and interference immune
switching operations of outdoor traffic monitoring
(photo and video recording equipment and other
check point equipment) and other video
surveillance systems.
For external connected equipment, the cabinet is a
stabilized power source with a controlled
switchgear.

Switching and control check point equipment, a fan and a power source are
located inside the housing and on the door. Inner equipment is securely fixed on
DIN-rails and special brackets, all the necessary switching between the inner
connectors is provided. All electric and telecommunication connections run
through corresponding leakage current, overvoltage, short circuit and surge
voltage (lightning) protection devices.

The structure is vibration and
impact resistant. The housing is
dust and moisture proof, the
door is closed tightly. An
integrated temperature
regulation system ensures
overheating compensation.
Bottom panel of the cabinet has
a door with cable glands for
connecting cables from external
check point devices and
networks.
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HOUSING IP66
Number and type of channels for photo and 
video recording devices

2, 100/1000BASE-T Ethernet

Number and type of channels for connection
to telecommunication network

3, including:
1, 1000BASE-T Ethernet
1, 1000BASE-X Ethernet
1, 3G/4G (LTE)

Internal controller OS Linux, monitoring software, web interface
Inner and outer equipment operating capacity 
control

Available

Power on / off control of connected devices Remote: automatic and manual
POWER VOLTAGE 160...260 VAC
Own power consumption 32 W
Output stabilized power DC voltage 24 V
Number of output 24 VDC lines 2
MAXIMUM OUTPUT SUPPLY POWER

240 W

AMBIENT TEMPERATURE From - 60 to + 70°С
RELATIVE HUMIDITY 
(AT 25 ºС)

Up to 98%

ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE 60.0 - 110.0 kPa 
DIMENSIONS WXHXD 400 × 300 × 200 mm
WEIGHT 10.0 kg

An internal cabinet controller is provided to control the operating capacity of the
inner and outer devices and to remotely power them on and off.

The cabinet is mounted on solid support (a pole, a lamp post, etc.) near the check
point equipment. A set of cables and elements for mounting on poles are
included.


